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When she regrets the day the painting bloomed, alive and bright, before her 
very eyes will be the day she finally learns that for all the world is – there is 
much that it is not. 

 
Coming to her senses in a blackened room. A faint, distinct trail of incense and a 
damp heavy musk alerted Amara to the fact that she was still in the very place 
where she least desired to be. And while her body lay dormant in the 
surroundings of a large yet lonely bedroom, staring out from the earth, to regard 
the way white adorned plaster flaked from high cracked ceiling. She knew her 
heart was not truly there, for it had been left somewhere long ago. Early 
morning sun bled through the cracks of heavily patterned antique curtains 
which hung from sash panels, highlighting the once extravagant gold silk and 
red threads; now washed of all colour. Barely standing from a long battle with 
moths and built-up dust. The exposed, abandoned chunks of asbestos, clinging 
to its fibres, serving as a sour reminder to the realities of the near abandoned 
stately home she now resides in. 

 
Through the haze of morning the tatty bureau, resting opposite to where she 
lay, divulged its secrets as it does every morning. Each chip in wood laid out to 
join the dots in a story of forgotten escapades. With a faded painting, bleached 
by kisses from the sun, hanging in solitude above. The colours are bleached but 
the story is as vibrant and enthralling as ever. And captivated – she listened. 
Hylas and the Nymphs suspended in a mesmerising display of secrecy and 
wonder for none but her to seek. For the whispers, in trust, breathe their life into 
her, flowing deeper than the roots of the earth itself. Never would she betray 
them – no one could ever know of the way they danced tenderly to the sway of 
the river, in the glaze of evening sun. Or of their songs that enchanted her and 
effortlessly played in her mind. 

 
Maybe this is why she did it. Entered the painting with no inhibitions. Into a 
world of ecstasy that no one could reach but her. A world so alive with hope and 
colour. Allowing it to entice her into its’ bright yet murky depths. 

 
Tempted by the notion of bliss. May she melt and never return. Never go back 
to that place which she hates most. Being consumed in the most delightful of 
instances where her mind, body and soul is cast away by the pull of the potions. 
Deeper and deeper she was dragged into the painting to where her lungs 
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constricted and the torrent inside her was close to bursting. 



Yet when her head broke the glassy surface of a cool shimmering lake she met 
the sunrise. Her pain and obsessions carried away with the soft lap of ripples she 
left behind. Amara’s frustrations from her reality forgotten, as awe flashed 
through her eyes to observe the way the ferns gaily danced in a gentle humid 
breeze, caressing glossy dew drops that lay rested, embedded in thick moss. 
Fairies leaping in ecstasy and bounding towards her while nymphs gently offer a 
guiding hand. Contorting their bodies to the melodies of the music in such a 
way that mesmerised Amara’s heart and seeped into her being. 

 
The second she caved to the wild energies moving through her body, Amara 
melted into the swells of music and pleasure. She felt right in their arms; the 
hands around her waist softly working down her arms to accentuate the steps 
flowing between them like sighs slipping against a silken bed. Their laughter, 
short and careless, resonated within her core and their beautifully perfect nature 
chilled her mind to their dangers. Suddenly she was dancing solo! Arms drifting 
in the sky above her as she whirled round and round; whooping her happiness 
into the woodland opening. She couldn’t remember the last time she’d done this 
– why had she ever stopped? A hand grabbed hers and she was swung 
backwards, dipped low, then soared into the air before she touched ground 
again and skidded to a smiling, breathless halt. In that moment she knew, she 
would never want to leave… 

 
They held her close as their precious liquid sourced from a fountain of bliss 
trickled through her open lips, anticipating it’s delights. The liquid on her 
tongue felt divine as warmth flooded her body and mind. Amara was slipping – 
slipping away in ecstasy as her senses dimmed and her worries lost in this 
feeling. Unseeing and blissfully unaware to the way calculated smiles turned 
towards the fountain to force drink down throats. 

 
Time is a mere concept which holds no value in this world. They beg her to stay 
forever. Willing body and mind consuming all their desires. It corrupts her from 
the inside out tenderly while she remains blind. Hylas and the Nymphs bloom in 
mere ecstasy. Alive – alive only but to her. Aided by an insatiable appetite for 
forbidden pleasures. High on it. 

 
Coming to her senses on the cold stone floor their music stopped. The 
discomforting sting from blood rising to the surface of peeling cracked lips 
alerted Amara to her bodies’ groan of deprivation. And while her body lay 
dormant in the surroundings of a ruined bedroom, staring up from a world she 
doesn’t recognise, an empty gash where her soul once lay being all that 
remained. Amara had jumped so deep, too deep, that she knew there was no 
way back. Orbs of soft light emitting from the gentle moon lay softly over her 
limp body, as if trying to soothe the sore raw eyes, radiating – unwavering – 



through the darkest hours of one’s life. Amara could do nothing but weep. With 
a faded painting, the frame torn from abuse, hiding, defeated, beneath shattered 
glass. Hylas and the Nymphs. Once beautiful and bright. Now ignored beneath 
a Hartwood Hospital Psychiatric poster. 

 
They say you don’t realise you are happy until the moment becomes a memory 
– but in that time all she could think about was the desperate wish for her world 
to never end. She was so in love with the memories she made, that, in her own 
way, she’s still living there. Maybe when time has ran out, she can flip the 
hourglass and make more time. Yet it was never meant to be. 

 
You knew that - didn’t you? 

 
Maybe she would have rather been slapped with the truth than kissed with a lie 
that could never compare to the fantasies of her dancing. Her soul slowly 
untangling like her worn shoelaces, desperate to reconnect but never knowing 
how. She believed in fairies more than herself. That magic pixie dust had turned 
to ash, and the twinkle in her eyes dulled. Her greatest mistake being to believe 
that something greater than herself could hold together all the pieces of her. 
And in that moment, she realised, that no matter how hard she tried – no one 
would ever be able to understand her own mind. Not even herself. 

 
This is a story of one who hasn’t learned to love themselves at the costly price of 
losing who they are. And killing their own happiness loving something more 
than themselves. For beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but, sadly, the eye of 
the beholder is tainted by the hallucinations of reality itself. And a happy ending 
is never a promise. It’s a wish. 

 
Finally, Amara got the happy ending she was waiting for. Even though she’s 
lying on the floor without a heartbeat, she’s happy somewhere. Allowing herself 
to jump and, in that moment, be free. Her choice might have been death but, at 
last – finally, the choice was hers and no one could stop her. 


